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DIGITAL HUMANITIES (DH)
“digital humanities explores how the questions posed in humanities
scholarship are transformed and extended by the digital – both by
means of tools and epistemologies” (Ray Murray)
• Early-modern European Context à humanistic scholarship intertwined
with FORMAL and EMPIRICAL studies (Bod, Maat and Weststeijn 2010)
The Humanities deeply influenced and even shaped the exact sciences

• DH as renewed connection to formal/empirical studies
Is DH different from other formal/empirical Humanities approaches?

LENS METAPHOR
• Scientific optical instruments
• Galileo Galilei

Museo Galileo 2428, 1609-10
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LENS METAPHOR
• Scientific optical instruments
• Galileo Galilei
• Our days: from studying the starts to microorganisms

• Knowledge machine
• Optical aids used in the production of art
• Hockney–Falco thesis; visual argument
(Hockney 2006)

• Creating and studying our cultural production

Museo Galileo 2428, 1609-10

SO… WHAT DO WE SEE?

OBJECTS
SPECIFICITY of objects of study à typical of the Humanities

E.g. via digitisation
“Digitization involves the creation of a binary
representation of an object which already exists,
rather than the creation of new and novel pictorial
information” (Terras 2008)

of
primary sources

also an interpretative act à make choices and take decisions

OBJECTS
Archimedes palimpsest project

• Simple but powerful
display
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maulstick is “a cane with an ivory knob on it”), and the ten
canvases are listed right after the “six panels,” a term that
would not likely be employed by a notary for finished paintings on wood. Presumably the canvases were of different
sizes and formats, offering the artist or a client choices when
the next picture was begun. Nonetheless, the implications
for a painter who produced, on average, no more than three
finished paintings a year are clear enough: some canvas
supports remained in the studio for years, and so dating by
“weave match” must be supported by other evidence.
Another weave match found in Vermeer’s oeuvre is
between two genre paintings of identical size, Young Woman
Standing at a Virginal (Figure 5) and Young Woman Seated
at a Virginal (Figure 6), both in the National Gallery, London.
Several scholars have doubted that the pictures were conceived as a pair and have dated the works a few years apart,
invariably with Young Woman Standing placed earlier.
Christopher Brown dated both paintings to about 1670, but
doubted that they were companion pieces; Arthur Wheelock
amplified this argument and dated the pictures to about
1672 – 73 and about 1675, respectively.23 Liedtke, by contrast, maintains that the works are complementary in subject matter (the seated woman seems conspicuously more
available than her upright counterpart) and that Vermeer
used the perceived stylistic differences to express different
characters and moods.24 Moreover, the same variations in
the density of warp (not weft) threads is found when the
canvases are aligned top to top (Figure 7). The weave match,
as shown by computer analysis, strongly supports the conclusion that the paintings were planned as pendants from
canvases
reveal
a matching
pattern of
weftchosen.
thread25densities
the moment
their
canvas supports
were
when
of the
canvases
is turned
upside oeuvre
down (Figure
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aligned horizontally. When the picture is set on its right side
Serious study of Young Woman Seated at a Virginal, a
painting that was nearly inaccessible for decades, effectively began in the present century and advanced consider-

refinement, both in terms of computer analysis and in the

OBJECTS
Archimedes palimpsest project

• Simple but powerful
display

• Minute examination &
reconstruction of features
→ DH connected to material
culture approaches & material
sciences
5. Johannes Vermeer. Young
Woman Standing at a
Virginal, ca. 1670 – 72. Oil
on canvas, 20 3⁄8 x 17 3⁄4 in.
(51.8 x 45.2 cm). The
National Gallery, London.
Photograph: © National
Gallery, London /Art
Resource, NY; National
Gallery, London, Great
Britain (L33)

same term has been used on a single page. As larger samples
are taken — say, of dozens of canvases used by Delft artists
active about 1650 – 75 — external evidence (such as paintings that are dated) might be brought to bear upon the
oeuvre of Vermeer or, indeed, of another artist. The first
Delft painting in the Metropolitan Museum, other than its
five Vermeers, to be radiographed for the purpose of canvas
weave analysis was Hendrick van Vliet’s Interior of the
Oude Kerk, Delft of 1660. While it did not provide a match
with any canvas by Vermeer,17 it is historically plausible, for
example, that three works by another Delft painter, dating

Johnson, Johnson, and Liedtke
(2012)
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http://www.digipal.eu
(a) Discovery of the sculpture complex

(b) Digital acquisition

of
primary
sources/components
production/
transmission/use

(c) Classification of sculptures

(d) Peculiar features

(e) Measure information

(f) Specific carvings

(g) Connections to other artworks

(h) Comparisons to other buildings

(i) Highlights of sculpture parts
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OBJECTS
SPECIFICITY + formal
MODELLING
Bradley and Pasin 2013
(Abstraction,
classification,
→ DH connected to textual (critical) scholarship and
manipulation)
publishing

E.g. via creation and
manipulation of
digital models

of texts
and historical entities
Epidoc guidelines 8.22

Dunn and Schumacher 2016

OBJECTS
Blending of perspectives
E.g.
• Textual vs. contextual and material

TEXT and CONTEXTS
E84 Information Carrier

P128 is carried by

(the physical document)

P7 took place at

P94 has created

P14 carried out by

(subclass of
E77 Persistent Item)
(Superclass of
Monetary value)

Tomasek et al. 2016

(conceptual object)
(one transaction?)

E65 Creation
(of record)

P4 has time-span
Measurable

E31 Document

transfers

attests
(subproperty of
P70 documents)

Transfer

from
to
P4, P7, P14

(subclass of E7 Activity
and of
E28 Conceptual Object)
(superclass of Entry)

OBJECTS
Blending of perspectives
E.g.
• Textual vs. contextual and material
• Historical vs. other disciplines (e.g. linguistics)
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→ DH connected to
information studies
→ DHers creating
new intermediaries
to the past

Ciula and Lopez 2009
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Machines (software and hardware)
• Digital medium as publication medium with own constraints and opportunities
• Means for operationalising
concepts – e.g. algorithms and
datasets
• How to correlate methods
in (big) data analytics to
historical (or literary)
sources?

(Pechenick, Danforth and Dodds 2015)

• OCR errors
• Dominance of scientific
literature
• Messy metadata (inaccurate
data)
• What does popularity means?

MEDIUM
Machines (software and hardware)
• Digital medium as publication medium with own constraints and opportunities
SWEEEP Kuusakoski, Kent UK
• Means for operationalising concepts
• Technologies within ethical perspective
Minimal computing http://www.globaloutlookdh.org/minimalcomputing/

MEDIUM
Machines (software and hardware)
• Digital medium as publication medium with own constraints and opportunities
• Means for operationalising concepts
• Technologies within ethical perspective
→ DH akin to techno-sciences and research management-aware (reliance on technical
infrastructures and high budget research)
→ DH critical of infrastructure - outdated vertical metaphor?
“Within digital humanities, the idea of infrastructure is particularly unhelpful because
it encourages a prejudice that digital work is a supporting activity, subsidiary to
research and teaching.” (Prescott 2016)
“[…] use technology self-reflexively as part of the very knowledge, and not just
instrument, of researching and acting ethically on society” (Liu 2016)

MEDIUM
Machines (software and hardware)
Davide Carnevale

• Digital medium as publication medium with own constraints and opportunities
• Means for operationalising concepts
• Technologies within ethical perspective

→ DH akin to techno-sciences and research management-aware (reliance on tech
→ DH critical of infrastructure

→ DH connected to public humanities
and ‘citizen science’
from machines to humane project (McCarty 2012)

OBSERVERS
Subjectivity
• Evident link between models and
our role as
observers/creators/interpreters
• Complex boundary between
factual observation of the past
and its context of interpretation
à subjectivity of the humanities
(Small 2013)

OBSERVERS à AGENTS
Agency
• Ourselves and others making intellectual and technical
choices/interpreting
• e.g. in creating/selecting models, establishing units of analysis /
pinpointing a theory of objects/texts

text as a visual object,
as a complex sign

TEXTG

text as document:
physical, material,
individual

TEXTS

text as idea, intention, meaning, semantics, sense, content

text as a work, as
rhetoric structure

text as linguistic
code, as series of
words, as speech

text as a version of ..., as a set of graphs, graphemes,
glyphs, characters, etc. (... having modes ...)

Sahle (2012)

OBSERVERS
Agency
• Ourselves and others making intellectual and technical
choices/interpreting
• engagement with interpretative agents of the past (engage
with meta-modelling)
→ DH of the humanities in long shelf engagement with literature

(Agency à in the sources)

OBSERVERS à AGENTS
Agency à FUTURE
• Planning re-use, documentation,
sustainable technologies,
community engagement with
respect to standards
à In DH balancing out specificity
of objects of study with need for
flexible, sustainable and reusable resources

CONCLUSIONS
What we see …
• Primarily
• OBJECTS à in detailed and expanded (also distorted)
form
• Lenses à own INSTRUMENTS, tools, media
• OBSERVERS (ourselves) à interpreters
• Consequently
• Abstraction, patterns, threads connecting epistemic
traditions
• Other creators, observers and interpreters à in the
PAST, PRESENT and FUTURE
• Power and limits of technology → SOCIAL and
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY and AGENCY
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•
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